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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper proposes and analyzes a queueing network model of a cellular mobile 
communications etwork including the multiway connection. This model is formulated as a queueing 
network with multiple call classes and state-dependent transition rates. As the performance measure 
a handover blocking probability is evaluated based on the product form equilibrium distribution and 
the constraint matrix whose elements consist of the mean arrival and service rates for individual cells. 
As a numerical example, an eight-cell cellular system is considered and blocking probabilities for a 
two-way handover between eighbouring cells are calculated for several network loads and constraint 
matrices. Since results represent the characteristics depending on individual cells or neighbouring 
cells, it can be emphasized that this model is useful for the control of QoS taking account of the 
spatial traffic. @ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In mobi le  communicat ions  networks a great  deal of effort has been devoted to both  the  improve- 
ment  of QoS and  the  assurance  of rel iabil ity. However,  it is ac tua l ly  imposs ib le  to ignore the  
t radeof f  between QoS and  the  cost of equ ipment  hat  occurs accord ing to the  expans ion  of com- 
mun icat ions  networks.  When we make some implementat ion  for a new protocol ,  it is impor tant  
that  we shou ld  obta in  a s tandard  memsure and evaluate the  per fo rmance  of the  system. As one 
tool of decis ion mak ing  a qucueing model  has been appl ied to solve such a prob lem.  Er lang  model  
and several  formulas are said to be the  or igin of a queueing theory  for the  design of automat ic  
te lephone xchanges,  but  such a model  must  be in t rac tab le  for mobi le  communicat ions  networks.  
For example ,  it is required to s tudy  a compl icated behav ior  tak ing  account  of a call of t rans i t  
from one cell to another  in a service area. 
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As representative research, Everitt and Manfield [1] studied the performance evaluation of mo- 
bile communications etworks making use of a queueing theory, but their model was not treated 
as a queueing network model. After this a queueing network model of mobile communications 
networks has been studied by several researchers [2-5]. Boucherie and Mandjes [6] obtained the 
equilibrium distribution for product form cellular mobile communications etworks with a single 
call class and showed an efficient method for evaluating the performance measure. Yoneyama et 
al. [7] introduced a queueing network model with multiple call classes and state-dependent tran- 
sition rates and derived the product form equilibrium distribution. If a mobile terminal moves 
from the radio coverage of one cell to the radio coverage of another cell the call is handed over 
trom one transceiver to another. However, if there is no channel available in the new cell, the 
call is lost. This is so-called 'handover' blocking. 
In this paper, we propose and analyze a queueing network model of a cellular mobile commu- 
nications network including the multiway connection. We formulate this model as a queueing 
network with multiple call classes and state-dependent transition rates. As the performance 
measure, we evaluate a handover blocking probability based on the product form equilibrium 
distribution. In a numerical example, we investigate the influence of spatial load of calls for a 
two-way handover between eighbouring cells in an eight-cell model. 
2. MATHEMATICAL  MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider (a part of) a cellular mobile communications etwork consisting of N cells and I 
classes of calls. Let n/i(,,) denote the number of class u calls in progress in the interior of Cell i, 
and let nij(~) denote the number of class u calls in progress in the handover area between Cells i 
and j but carried by transceiver i. The capacity constraints on the number of calls in progress 
that are carried by transceiver i are on the total number of calls. Let rn~(~) be the number of 
class u calls carried by transceiver i. Obviously, for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  N, 
mi(~) = ni / ( , )  + EjeH~ni j (u) ,  u = 1,2, . . . ,  I ,  (1) 
where Hi  contains the indices of the ceils that are neighbours of Cell i. Consequently, 
~?~i = ni l  ~- E j  9  Hi n~j, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  N,  (2) 
I I I where mi = E'`=lm/(~ ), n/i = E~=ln~/(~), and n~j = ~u=lni j (u).  New class u calls are assumed 
to be generated by a Poisson process in Cell i with rate ,kii(u), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, u = 1, 2 , . . . ,  I and 
in the handover area between Cells i and j with/kij(u), i , j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, u = 1, 2 , . . . ,  I. Mobiles 
X * carrying a class u call remain in the interior of Cell i for an e P(#i~(~)) distributed amount of 
time. Then the class u call proceeds to the handover area with Cell j as a class v call with 
probability p* In addition, a class u call might also complete in Cell i or in the handover i i(u),ij(v)" 
! area i j .  These occur at rate #1/~(~) or  ~i j (u ) ,  respectively. Thus, the holding time of a class u call 
1 ~ * in the interior of Cell / is exponentially distributed with mean 1/#~(~) = /(# ,('`) +#/~(~)). With 
probab i I i ty  Pii(u),O :=  ]Jii(u)/l~ii(u) the class u call completes, and with probability Pii(u),ij(v) :=  
(#~i(u)/#ii(~))Pi*i(~)#j(v) the class u call proceeds to the handover area with Cell j as a class v call. 
(Note that E3EHiPii(u),ij(v)* = 1, but that Pii(u),O + ~jeHiPii(u),i j(v) = 1 . )  Class u calls remain in 
the handover area i j  for exp(~ij(u)) distributed amount of time. The handover of a class u call 
as a class v call is attempted with probability Pij(u),ji(v), and a class u call moves or returns to 
the interior of Cell i as a class v call with probability Pij('`),~(v). Acceptance of an attempted 
handover is determined by the handover policy. 
The assumption of exponentially distributed holding times allows the network to be modeled as 
a continuous time Markov chain X = (X ( t ) ,  t >_ 0) that records the number of calls in progress in 
the areas of the cells. A state of this Markov chain is a vector n = (ni~, ni j ,  j C Hi, i = 1 , . . . ,  N), 
where nii = (nii(1), 9 9 9 nii(i)) and ni j  = ( r~ i j (1 ) ,  9 9  9  nij(I)). Let m = (ml ,  9 9 9 rnN) be the vector 
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I representing the total  number of calls in the cells, where rni = Eu=]rn~(~). The state space 
restrictions are on this vector m. For a wide class of cellular mobile communications networks, 
including networks with fixed or dynamic channel allocation, the state space constraint is of 
the form Am < C. We will assume that the Markov chain is irreducible at its state space 
S = {n : Am _< C, rn~ =n i i  + ~jEH~nij, i = 1 , . . . ,N} ,  where A is an appropriate matrix 
containing nonnegative ntries only, and C is an appropriate positive vector. The state space S 
is finite. Thus X is uniquely determined by its transit ion rates q = (q(n, nt), n, n ~ E S). 
3. CELLULAR MOBILE  COMMUNICAT IONS 
NETWORK WITH MULT IPLE  CALL  CLASSES 
AND STATE-DEPENDENT TRANSIT IONS 
Closed form expressions for the equil ibrium distr ibution of mobile communications network 
with infinite capacity can be obtained. The key for obtaining a product form expression for the 
network with infinite capacity is the notion of part ial  balance. 
Let cii(~) and cij(~) be the overall arrival rate of class u calls at Cell i and handover area i j, 
respectively. Since any call that  enters a cell or handover area will eventually leave, the overall 
departure rate from a cell or handover area should remain the same, and, consequently, the 
following traffic equations have to be satisfied for u = 1, 2 , . . . ,  I. 
I 
c{{(~) = A{i(~) + E E cij(v)P{j(v)#{(u), 
jEH~ v=l  
I I 
c~j(~) = A~j(~) + Z c~(,)Pi~(~),ij(u) + Z cji(v)Pji(v),ij(u)" 
v=l  v=l  
(3) 
(4) 
Note that  the above traffic equations uniquely determine the c**(u)s and cij(u)s. 
For i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, u = 1, 2 , . . . ,  I ,  the rate #~i(~) when the state of the network is n is replaced 
by 
fly (n - ei~(~)) (5 )  
#{i(u)(n) = #u(u) 4)(n) ' 
and the rate )~{(u) when the state of the network is n is replaced by 
kO(n) 
~{(u) (n) = )~i(u) ~(n) '  (6) 
where if2 and 4) are arbitrary nonnegative and positive functions, respectively. Also, for j E Hi, 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  N, u = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  I ,  the rate #~j(~) when the state of the network is n is replaced by 
q2(n - eij(u)) (7) 
#ij(u)(n) = #~j(,) 4)(n) ' 
and the rate Aij(~) when the state of the network is n is replaced by 
ff2(n) (s) 
The following theorem presents the product form result for mobile communications network 
with multiple call classes and state-dependent transitions. 
THEOREM 1. STATE-DEPENDENT TRANSITIONS. Let {cii(u),eij(u)j E H,, i = 1 , . . . ,N ,  u = 
1, . . . ,  I} be the solution oft.he trat~c equations (3) and (4). Then, the equilibrium distribution for 
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cellular mobile communications etwork with multiple call classes and state-dependent transition 
rates is 
N 1 1 
i t (n )  G-16p(n) 
Y][ 
11 11 n,j(,)!,... i=l jEHi ' " (9) 
X HI (r  (C i j (v)~ niyO') 
v=l  \['tii(v) ] \[2~J(v) ]
where G is the normalizing constant. 
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF  
MOBILE  COMMUNICAT IONS NETWORKS 
4.1. The  Mode l  w i th  the  Mu l t iway  Connect ion  
Consider the following truncated state space: 
S '= {n :Bm_<C,  mi=~D,  E n i i (~)+jeH,  ~ ~6D,~-~ n i j (~)},  (lo) 
where Di is the set of call classes which are carried by transceiver i.
In this situation, we treat a mobile communications network with the multiway connection. In 
addition to a call existing in Cell i we take account of a call existing in a neighbouring cell. 
In our modeling, the following notation is used: 
l: the class of a call with respect o the state of connection, 
W: the set of call classes in the network or the service area, 
Y~: the set of two-way call classes which are carried by transceiver i,
p(l): the probability that class l call exists in Cell i, 
c~Iz): the arrival rate of class l call to Cell i, 
#ll): the service rate of class l call in Cell i, 
u~l) (= c~t)/~l)):  the load of class l call in Cell i. 
u[~): the overall traffic intensity of class l in area ii, 
u~J): the overall traffic intensity of class l in area ij. 
Suppose that a call is classified according to the state of connection and it always belongs to any 
(:lass, that is l E W. The set of call classes W has the relation uN=I Yi C_ W to Yi. In practical 
situation there are two cases that uN=I Y~ = W and uN=I Y~ C W. In our model, we assume 
the later case that a call is not always carried by any transceiver. We can represent he state 
of connection by the set of call classes. As the relation between two classes with respect to the 
state of connection, there are two cases that 
(i) Y~ n ~, r 0 and 
(ii) Y / r~ =0. 
Y, r~ Yj = 0 means that the base stations among which the Cell i can connect are different from 
ones among which the Cell j can connect. In our model we assume that the former case. 
Suppose that the queueing system has an infinite server subject to the symmetric rule, and 
then we obtain from Chao et al.'s results of the symmetric queue [8] 
. (l) 
9 (') ~',, + ~ u}~ ) 
- (11) 
9 (0  , ( z )~ " 2 -, @)+ 
lEDi kEHi 
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Prom the assumption, 
E Pi(') : 1. (12) 
lED, 
Using the above call classes with respect o the state of connection, we can construct he following 
B = 
constraint matrix: 
1 B12 B13 " "" B1N-1 BIN 
B21 1 B23 9 9 " B2N-1  B2N 
: : : ' . .  : : 
B~I B~2 B~3 " " " B iN-  1 B iN  
: : : ".. : : 
BN I  BN2 By3  9 9 9 Bgg-1  1 
(13)  
A call can connect o the station of another cell as well as the station of the existing cell. If 
we consider a mobile communications etwork with the two-way connection in which a call can 
connect o the station in a neighbouring cell, then Bij represents the ratio of a call which exists 
in Cell j and connects to the station in Cell i. 
From the assumption Bjj  = 1 and if j # i, then 
B~j : E PY)" (14) 
IEY, 
As a simple example, we consider only the two-way connection between stations in neighbouring 
cells. We assume that a call in Cell j which connects to Cell i corresponds to the call in handover 
area j i. Putting UieH~ Y /= Zj, 
~, . (t) 
Bi j  -_ / leVi (15)  
Y z + z IE (Z juVj )  ~k kEH.i t''jk ) 
Consequently, we can construct a constraint matrix by calculating the load with respect o each 
cell. 
4.2 .  The  B lock ing  Probab i l i t i es  
The probability that a handover from Cell i to Cell j is blocked, say Pi H, equals the fraction 
of handovers from Cell i to Cell j that lost due to capacity constraints in Cell j. This blocking 
probability is the conditional probability that a handover from Cell i to Cell j is attempted and 
lost given that such a handover is attempted. The call from interior area to handover area is 
assumed to be forced terminated when the call cannot catch any channel in the handover area. 
This is the ratio of two Palm distributions. 
The probability flux of handover attempts from Cell i to Cell j ,  say Fi~, is 
F~ H = ~ 7r(n) {q (n, n -e i j )  + q (n, n - e~j + eji)} 
nES '  
1 (I)(n) c~i(____.~) n,(,,) 1 cij(v) 
= E U~-  \# i i ( , ) /  n~ib)!,.., ni~(i)[ \P~j(v)/  nij(1) I, 9 n~j(z)[ 
nES '  v=l  i=1  ' j i * "" 
• l (n  9 S') (nii(u)#i~(u)pij(u),O + nij(u)pij(u)pij(u),ji(v)) (16) 
(I)(n) i~i ( U:~v)U;~(v, ~(nii(u)Pii(u)Pij(u),o +nij(u)Pij(u)Pij(u),j i(v))l(nE S') 
= Z --6- 
nCS'  i=1 
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mZS'  i= l  jzHi  \ nii(v)!nij(v)! ) 
• l (B (m + ei) _< C) (nii(u)#ii(u)pij(u), o + nij(u),ij(u)P~j(u),~(v)) (16) (cont.) 
.'~k V(n) 
= E k (nii(u)#i~(u)Pij(u),o + n~j(~)#~j(~)P~j(u),j~(v)) 1 (B(m + e~) < C) .  
mk G 
m 
The probability flux for lost handover attempts from Cell i to Cell j ,  say Fi L, is 
FL = E 7r(n){q(n,n - e~j)} 
n6S' 
N rnk ~(n) (17) 
k=l  792k! 
x l (B (m + ei) _< C) I (B (m + ej) :~ C). 
The handover blocking probability Pi H equals the ratio of the above two expressions, 
Pi~ = F~L ni~(u)#ii(u)PiJ(u)'~ 
Fi H ?~ii(u)~ii(u)Pij(u),O + nij(u),ji(v)~tijPij(u),ji(v) mi 
.~ ImJ 
where U~ and T~j are defined by 
U~ : = {m:  B(m + ei) < C}, (19) 
T~ : = {m : B (m + e~) < C, B (m + %) ~ C}. (20) 
Tij is the subset of Ui with the blocking of our interest: Tij constrains the states m that can be 
observed by a call in transit from Cell i (observing m + ei) to Cell j (observing m + ej). On the 
case of multiple call classes, we can also obtain the same result about this performance measure. 
We can easily derive a performance measure such as the handover blocking probability when 
an equilibrium distribution can be given by the product form distribution. Especially, when a 
probability of the state space outside the truncated state one is negligible, we can easily evaluate 
this performance measure as follows: 
7r(n) ~ 7r(m) = l (Bm < C). (21) 
k=l  
Despite this explicit formula, the efficient computation of this performance measure from the 
product form distribution is substantially hampered by the resulting large summations over 
the state spaces that have to be performed. In models of small dimension, this trouble carl be 
overcome by using efficient recursive algorithms; however, in models of larger size, it is impossible 
to evaluate the summations. There are a number of ways to avoid this. One of these methods to 
evaluate summations i the use of Monte-Carlo simulation technique. 
N 
Multiplying both the numerator and denominator of (18) by the same number exp( -  ~k=l  uk), 
this gives 
N 
~(m) ~ 1-] V'k'~ke--~k/mk ! 
mET 0 n~i(~)#ii(u)Pij(u),o mCTi j  k= l  
- -  X 
7r(m) (nii(u)#ii(u)pij(u), ~ + nij(u)di(v)#~jpij(u),ji(v) ) iV 
mCUi E H lY~ke--t~kl ink! 
mCU~ k=l  
(22) 
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The  r ight-hand side of (22) can be interpreted as the ratio of two Poisson probabil it ies. To put 
it more formally, let X(t~) be an N-d imens iona l  random variable, having independent  marginal ,  
that  are Poisson with mean ~k, k = 1 , . . . ,N .  Our performance measure equals P(X(~) E 
T)/P(X(~) c U), and they can be est imated by est imat ing both numerator  and denominator .  
We give T as events of call loss or forced terminat ion  and U as all events. By scaling, we can 
transform the numerator  and denominator  into probabi l i t ies that  can be est imated by Monte-  
Carlo s imulat ion technique. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
We consider an eight-cell ayout in F igure 1 and treat  the blocking probabi l i ty  for a handover 
from Cell 3 to Cell 4. In our model  we investigate the two-way connect ion of its immediate  
neighbours. We deal with two cases of parameter  settings. On one case we t reat  the handover 
blocking probabi l i ty  as a funct ion of the load of a cell, say ~'i, when the connect ion ratio Bij is 
given. On the other  case we treat  the handover blocking probabi l i ty  as a funct ion of a connect ion 
ratio Sij when the load of a Cell ~i is given. For all these cases let the basic elements of a 
constraint mat r ix  be as Table 1, and Ci = 35 for i -= 1 , . . .  ,8. 
Figure 1. Eight-celllayout. 
Table 1. Basic constraint matrix. 
Cell 1 Cell 2 Ceil 3 Cell 4 Cell 5 Cell 6 Cell 7 Cell 8 
Cell 1 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cell 2 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cell 3 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Cell 4 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Cell 5 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 
Cell 6 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.2 
Cell 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.2 
Cell 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 1.0 
5.1. The  Handover  B lock ing  Probab i l i ty  as a Funct ion  o f  the  Load  o f  a Ce l l  
We invest igate the handover blocking probabi l i ty P~ as a funct ion of the load of a Cell 4, say ~4, 
for three different connect ion ratios, that  is B42 = 0.22, 0.20, and 0.15. Let other  elements of 
B~j ~ 0 be the same number.  This  means physically that  the ratio of the two-way connect ion 
to calls is equal ly  d istr ibuted in all cells. F igure 2 shows that  the handover blocking probabi l i ty 
increases monotonica l ly  when v4 is increased. This is a reasonable result because u4 is loaded 
uniformly in Cell 4 area. Because Cell 1 is not an immediate  neighbour for Cell 4, we cannot 
say that  the load of Cell 1, say ~'1, has a direct influence on handover calls from Cell 3 to Cell 4. 
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Figure 2. The handover blocking probability as a function of u4. 
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Figure 3. The handover blocking probability as a function of ua or u3. 
Figure 3 shows that the handover blocking probability decreases against the increase of ul. This 
means that the loss call in Cell 4 is not apt o occur when the loss call in Cell 1 occurs frequently. 
With this case, it shows that our model is unable to estimate the handover blocking probability 
as the performance measure. In addition, this phenomenon is prominent when the load of Cell 3, 
say u:~, is increased as shown in Figure 3. 
5.2. T i le  Handover  B lock ing  Probab i l i ty  as a Funct ion  of the  Connect ion  Rat io  
We investigate the handover blocking probability as a function of the connection ratio of a 
Cell 4, say B42 or B24, for the same load of all cells, that is ui = 15 (i = 1 , . . . ,  8). This means 
that only the Cell 4 is loaded. From asymptotic analysis (24) we can say that the load of Cell 2 has 
no influence on handover calls from Cell 3 to Cell 4. Figure 4 shows that the handover blocking 
probability increases monotonically when B42 is increased, because Cell 2 is not a bottleneck 
cell. But we can find the singular phenomenon at B42 = 0.2 as shown in Figure 4. For this fact 
a legal explanation is given because the spatial distribution of calls is symmetric in our model 
when B42 equals 0.2. This means that the other cell has some influence on handover calls even 
when it is not a bottleneck cell. This influence is large for a small connection ratio, whereas it 
is small for a large connection ratio. Figure 5 shows that the handover blocking probability is 
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Figure 5. The handover blocking probability as a function of/324. 
unstable when B24 is increased. In this situation the congestion of Cell 2 has much influence on 
handover calls from Cell 3 to Cell 4. This means that the load of Cell 2 increases though the load 
of Cell 4 is fixed. As well as the discussion of Figure 3, we can say that the loss call in Cell 4 is 
not apt to occur when the loss call in other cells occurs frequently. These phenomena stem from 
the definition of the constraint matrix and the performance measures. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have introduced the product form queueing network model for a cellular mobile 
communications etwork including the multiway connection. The queueing network modeling 
enables us to evaluate the handover blocking probability for the combination of the load of a 
cell with the connection ratio. Also the connection ratio represented by the constraint matrix 
gives the spatial information about the load of a cell. To be concrete, in our model we can 
consider information about the control of a station based on spatial data, information about the 
connection based on spatial data of calls, and information about the connection between cells. By 
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this, we can make our model useful for planning of the control and decentralization of load as well 
as quantitative analysis by investigating the behavior of calls statistically. As the future work, 
it is necessary to evaluate the handover blocking probability taking account of the dependency 
between the load of a cell and the connection ratio. 
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